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Hi, I’m Timoni West, the Director of XR Research in Unity Labs. My team, the Authoring Tools Group, has two goals: one, figure out what we need to build today to help 
our community build great XR, both conventional and spatial tools, and two, think about what the future of computers will be and what Unity needs to do to support that 
future. 



1. The current state of hardware & 
software 

2. Modalities & design systems 

3. Examples 

4. Deep dive: selection 

5. Spatial computing: the next step 

Today’s agenda

Here’s what we’ll be going over today.



1THE CURRENT STATE  OF  
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

FOR VIRTUAL,  MIXED,  AND AUGMENTED REALITY



VR is completely 
enveloping. It does 
not require world 
awareness to feel 
real.  

AR is a rendered 
opaque frame from a 
camera feed that 
appears to mix real & 
digital. 

Mixed reality requires 
a semitransparent 
rendered frame 
working with the 
viewer’s actual view.

Differences between VR, AR and MR today

For this reason, straight-up VR is actually much easier in some respects if it can ignore the actual world. This isn’t what we want and isn’t optimal, but it does mean you 
can render things at a higher quality because you don’t need to spend as many computer cycles on world knowledge. 
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2MODALIT IES  AND  
DES IGN SYSTEMS 

FOR HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION



There are three basic I/O types in 
computing: visual, audio, and 
physical.

I refer to these as modalities. 
There are pros and cons to each.

How Humans Communicate with Computers



VISUAL AUDITORY PHYSICAL

The big three modalities



VISUAL: poses, 
graphics, text, UI, 
screens, animations 

AUDITORY: music, 
tones, sound effects, 
voice

PHYSICAL: hardware, 
buttons, haptics, real 
objects

Modalities Examples



VISUAL  EXAMPLE :  TYP ICAL  
SMARTPHONE 

‣ designed to be visual-only 

‣ works even if sound is off 

‣ works with physical feedback 

‣ physical affordances are minimal 

‣ lots of new animation languages to 
show feedback



250 to 300 WPM (and 
pictures can say so 
much more!) 

Extremely customizable

Instantly recognizable 
& understandable 
(human side)

Very high fidelity 
compared to sound 
or haptics

Advantages to visual modalities



Easy to miss; location 
dependent 

Requires pre-frontal cortex for 
processing & reacting to 
complicated information

Occlusion and overlapping 
is the name of the game 

Most likely to ‘interrupt’ if 
the user is in the flow

As input, usually requires 
robust physical 
counterpart; gestures/
poses very tiring

Disadvantages to visual modalities



AUDIO EXAMPLE :  SURGERY ROOM
‣ surgeon is visually and physically captive 

‣ continual voice updates for all info 

‣ voice commands for tools, etc



150 to 160 WPM 

Omnidirectional 

Easily diegetic to 
both give feedback & 
enhance worldfeel

Can be extremely 
subtle and still work 
well

Advantages to audio modalities



Easy for users to opt out 

No ability to control 
output fidelity

Time based. If user 
misses it, has to repeat 

Can be physically 
offputting

Extremely vague input 

Slower across the 
board 

Not as customizable

Disadvantages to audio modalities



PHYS ICAL  EXAMPLE :  INSTRUMENTS

‣ massive physical affordances 

‣ no visuals needed; creator is in 
flow 

‣ will almost always have audio 
feedback—hard to remove 
entirely



Can be very fast & 
precise 

Less delay between 
affordance & input 

Basically bypass high 
level thought 
processes = flow

Has strong animal 
brain "this is real" 
component 

Can be subtle

Advantages to physical modalities



Can be tiring 

Physical hardware is 
harder to make, can be 
expensive, & breaks

Much higher 
perception of cognitive 
load during teaching 
phase

Less flexible than 
visual: buttons can't 
really be moved

Disadvantages to physical modalities



VISUAL 
Good for clear & 
obvious instructions 

Good for explaining 
a lot of info quickly 

Great for tutorials 
and onboarding 

AUDITORY 
Good for visceral 
reactions 

Great when users are 
constrained visually & 
physically 

Great for ambient 
confirmation

PHYSICAL 
Best for flow states 

Situations where the 
user shouldn't, or 
can't, look at UI 

Where mastery is 
ideal or essential

Modalities Best Practices



“I just want to use 
my hands” 

If fingers were so 
great at everything 
we would not have 
had to design 
entirely new 
operating systems to 
deal with them as a 
specific input type.

Common misconceptions

 
Humans tend to use 
their hands to control 
tools for any small or 
precise gestures. We 
also depend on 
physical objects for 
support, even when 
we’re holding them. 

 
We are quite vague 
with our hand 
movement, and often 
not aware of their 
physical location or 
pose. Hand 
movement is very 
messy as an input 
type for computers. 



Gesture are physical 
inputs. 

Gestures are physical 
movements for 
humans, but they are 
read optically by 
computers. 
Effectively, they are a 
sign language. 

Common misconceptions

“Game controllers 
are hard to use.” 

Most people can use 
a game controller 
within a few hours of 
play. Compare this to 
a pencil, which 
generally takes 
several years of 
practice.



“So intuitive a small 
child picked it up 
right away.” 

Children are 
information sponges. 
They can learn how 
to speak languages, 
ski, and sign 
language much faster 
than any adult.

“My child walked up 
to the TV and tried 
to swipe it.” 

This doesn’t mean it’s 
an intuitive gesture. 
Find a kid trying to 
swipe a television in 
1970 and we can 
talk.

Common misconceptions

“Visuals are more 
intuitive.” 

Visuals, especially 
words, depend on 
heavy early-age 
education so intense 
it’s now built into 
most social structures 
by default. 



Humans are pretty 
okay with non-earth 
physics 

Almost no one 
questions the lack of 
gravity in 
experiences like 
Tiltbrush. 

Humans have a god 
complex 

We love when the 
world reacts to us—
again, even outside 
the bounds of earth 
physics. 

Humans completely 
ignore how often 
they mess up 

Any casual glance at 
a user on their phone 
shows how bad we 
are at basic tasks, but 
as long as it’s not 
destructive, we don’t 
mind.

Weird mysteries



There are new types of inputs 
emerging with the rise of 
ubiquitous sensors.

Unlike conventional modalities, 
these inputs types are generally 
best when unconsciously 
performed.

Passive Inputs



Breath 
Voice tone, pitch, & 
frequency 

Eye movement 
Pupil dilation 
Heart rate

Unconscious limb 
movement 
Object movement

Passive inputs examples

Semi-conscious (CTRL-Labs)
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Even with basic stuff you get cues and reminders as to how to do everything, and this is consistent throughout the game.


Why is this so much more complicated than your email app? Because your email app is an app in a bigger world. This is an approximation of that world. 



The Noun Item, object, event What will be acted on

Default state Selected, resting, inactive Nothing’s happening

Hover state Proximity, nearby, inside object What could happen

Active state Selected, moving What is happening

Active-proximity state Near insertion point What is about to be done

Confirmation Released, inserted, clicked What just happened

Post-active state Soon after release What happened

Disabled Not available Could happen, but not now

States checklist



2WHY DID WE JUST  GO 
THROUGH ALL  THIS?  



AS COMPUTERS BECOME MORE 
HUMAN-LIKE, THERE IS MORE OF A 
CHANCE OF AN UNCANNY VALLEY.



XR IS A STRANGE VALLEY. 
TO CREATE WELL-DESIGNED 

EXPERIENCES FOR THIS NEBULOUS 
REALITY, YOU MUST CONSIDER HOW 

HUMANS TRULY THINK.



The (un)canny valley of the digital worlds









Once nice thing about AR is that even if the controller isn’t fully tracked the user can still see it. The downside is if it isn’t tracked perfectly, the user can tell. 


One advantage to VR is that you can augment or replace reality entirely—up to you. 



So here’s another example of an uncanny valley—and this is a particularly bad one for a controller like this, where it appears to be 1:1 mapping, and there’s no delay in 
terms of button press, but it’s still offsite some significant amount that varies over time. This, too, is a type of uncanny valley.



Computers will continue to become more aware of 
the world, but humans will always stay blissfully 
ignorant. We need to work with both. 



3EXAMPLES  
OF MODALITIES +  UX IN ACTION



Let’s start off with a video from a Magic Leap app, Project Create, that has great feedback loops on the visual, audio, and haptic feedback side. Very game-like but very 
soothing and impossible to misunderstand. 




On hover the laser auto-focuses on the plane so that the actual hand angle doesn’t matter. This helps with fatigue.



Radial menu



Awkward selection at a distance



Panel anchored to controller, then anchored in space



Mapping different controller models to the same action



Tvori speed test



Bad example: bad iconography



Semitransparency to show semi-active or hover state



Locomotion types



Quick mode switching with hotkeys



Starseed: tutorials in-game and selectable objects



Wireframe—talk about menu placement in FOV



4DEEP DIVE  
SELECTION



TWO MAIN TYPES  OF  SELECT ION



TYPES  OF  CONSTRAINTS



1. ‘Direct selection‘: Grab and move 
on a plane 

2. Move at a distance: useful for 
removing occlusion with smaller 
objects 

3. Move controller as stand-in for 
object (phone becomes object) 

4. Swipe or scale gestures become 
rotate 

To note: 

Gizmos are helpful for guides to show 
object context and negate occlusion 

Objects scale rapidly as they are 
moved farther away—use indicators 
outside finger hit target to show 
object is still selected 

Selection for Mobile AR









Dynamic 2D Flexible Glass Dynamic 3D Fixed Space

DESCRIBING BEHAVIOR

Type State Locatio
n State Locatio

nType

When mapping out behaviors and relationships, it is helpful to be specific about where and how to treat the content. Try to be as precise in describing the experience so you can have a clear vision in your head and communicate 
efficiently.

A good rule of thumb is to call out the type of content, the state and the location.





Snapping to bounds



Snapping to pivot



Snapping limits





Double mini worlds



Here are some serious problems with this. BTW, the problems here are also true of literally every other movie that shows this kind of telekenesis. I just don’t like this movie very much.


1. Obviously the emperor is using gaze-based selection to throw the pod desk things. How did he switch from individual selection to multi-select? Is there a secret lasso mode? Did he create one behavior for one desk and then have 
all other desk repeat the same behavior?


2. How, when he selects a desk, does it know to include the items on the desk? Are they grouped?

3. He’s using like really broad gestures here. How does it know to select the desk only and not the wall behind the desks?


The point here, really, folks, is that the Emperor does not have to think about these thing because he is using the Force. But until someone creates a Force plugin for Unity, we will still have these questions.



5SPATIAL  COMPUTING 
THE NEXT ERA



A suite of tools that allows users 
to make spatial applications more 
easily.

A Unity extension, and companion 
apps for mobile phones and HMDs.

Unity: Project MARS



Project MARS current design (2019)



MARS position descriptors



Compare and fix tool





We’ll need to tell 
computer things we 
never normally 
articulate, or even 
think about.

- This is a really interesting problem

- Need to explain to our computers what our house is and who owns what

- Your teenager has things that are off-limits, but to express it is unusual

- We can use ML to glean intent and permissions but it goes both ways—maybe I gesture to show you something and my computer knows “Okay, show the user what’s 

on this screen” but then that use gets not the thing, but a permissions pop-up


Let’s talk through permission levels…



Spatial computing requires 
defining space itself as an event, a 
permission space, and a behavior 
pattern.

I use these categories both to 
define our own tools and to 
compare to other similar systems.

Useful Systems Types



Spatial permissions 
Social permissions 

Application states 
Location states

UI types 
Trajectory types

Examples



OTHANK YOU !  

TIMONI WEST,  UNITY LABS 
@TIMONI

Hi, I’m Timoni West, the Director of XR Research in Unity Labs. My team, the Authoring Tools Group, has two goals: one, figure out what we need to build today to help 
our community build great XR, both conventional and spatial tools, and two, think about what the future of computers will be and what Unity needs to do to support that 
future. 


